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A comprehensive menu of Great British Pizza Company from Margate covering all 21 courses and drinks can be
found here on the food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details

provided on the website. What Abbie Robertson likes about Great British Pizza Company:
Went into Margate Sunday evening, felt like a bite to eat… found this little place! On the seafront… the tables

outside are a pretty shade of coral (matched my nails perfectly) The pizza was quick to arrive, freshly cooked to
perfection and the use of...British produce super locally produced was something that made the taste and story
behind it stand out! Shown is the meaty pizza and the ham and mushroom pizza! Servi... read more. The diner

and its premises are wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a wheelchair or physical limitations,
Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside and eat and drink. WiFi is available for free. What Patricia

Price doesn't like about Great British Pizza Company:
Sat outside on wooden benches , food was ok £30 for olives, dough balls one meat pizza and two drinks. Went

into the restaurant to pay the bill ,my daughter stood in the queue while I went to use the toilet . A member
of...staff began talking about me not asking to use the toilet, with attitude! My daughter suffers from anxiety and

this made her very uncomfortable and will now have after-effects with her anxiety next... read more. In Great
British Pizza Company, a restaurant with Italian menus from Margate, typical Italian cuisine, with main courses
such as pizza and pasta, is available to you, there are also fine vegetarian menus on the menu. Not to be left out
is the extensive selection of coffee and tea specialties in this restaurant, You shouldn't miss the opportunity to try

the flavorful pizza, baked fresh in an traditional manner.
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P�z�
PEPPERONI PIZZA

Desser�
CHEESECAKE

Topping�
TOPPINGS

Brea�
GARLIC BREAD

Restauran� Categor�
GLUTEN FREE

VEGAN

DESSERT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

BREAD

PIZZA

Ingredient� Use�
GARLIC

CHOCOLATE

PESTO

CHEESE

PARMESAN

OLIVES

HAM

OLIVES
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